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Pro-Core is in the process of developing a new type of assessment that provides educators with information that can be used to help them enhance instruction. The assessment is named, “Five-Tiered Writing Assessments.” This is because the students participate in five different activities. Each activity focuses on an overall theme of the assessment. The act of taking this assessment is not just a test, it is a learning experience for the students.  The Five-Tiered assessments address several Ohio State Standards. As the students respond, they will demonstrate their ability to address them. The experience is much like the high-stakes, statewide assessments they will experience during the year. This assessment is done on the Pro-Core online program. It can be completed in one or two class periods. The writing portions will be scored by the teachers, and Pro-Core will provide reports, which will give teachers information about how well the students did on the assessment.  This presentation uses an English-language arts five-tiered assessment for grade 10 to show how it works.



Five-Tiered Writing Assessments 
PURPOSE  

To provide students theme-based activities that  
 

 

•begin at a recall level of thinking (Depth of 
Knowledge [DOK] 1) and  

 

•develop into higher levels of thinking (DOK 2-4).  
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A Five-Tier Assessment introduces a theme to which students will respond. The purpose of the assessment is “to provide students theme-based activities that do the following: At the recall level, students write about what they already know. It does not ask them to support their ideas. It is simply a way to get them to begin thinking about the theme.  As the students move through the activities, their involvement requires that they use higher level thinking skills to be successful. 



Five-Tiered Writing Assessment - OVERVIEW 
TIER 1: Students respond in writing to a prompt. They use prior 
knowledge (recall-DOK 1) to respond.  
TIER 2: Students are provided a variety of theme-related sources. They 
read and/or listen to them to give them more insight about the theme. 
(comprehension-DOK 2) 

TIER 4: Students respond to a prompt in which they incorporate 
strategic thought and reasoning to develop their ideas (DOK 3). Their 
response relates to the theme of the activities.  
TIER 5: Students respond to a prompt in which they evaluate the value 
of the five-tier activities (DOK 4).   

TIER 3: Students respond to an extended-writing, theme-related 
prompt. They are required to use the information from the sources in 
Tier 2 as evidence (application/analysis-DOK 3). 
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As students respond to each of the five tiers, their thinking process will operate at a higher level as the activities move from DOK 1 to DOK 4.  In Tier 1, students are asked to respond to any one of three different writing prompts. The existence of choices increases their chances of showing that they have some prior knowledge related to the theme. Since this is nothing more that just RECALL, the activity is done at a DOK 1 level.  In Tier 2, students read and/or watch a variety of sources that provide information about the theme. As they read, they begin to internalize some of the facts and/or ideas presented in the sources. They will absorb ideas which will enhance their understanding of the theme (DOK 2).  In Tier 3, students provide an extended response to a prompt, which requires that they use information from the sources in Tier 2 to support their ideas. This requires some analysis, and it shows an ability to apply the new knowledge into a well-written essay (DOK 3). This essay will be scored by the teacher (or educator). The scoring guide will be explained later in this presentation.  In Tier 4, students write a short essay that requires them to draw conclusions from what they now know about the theme. Depending on the level of thought in the response, they can use a DOK 3, or in most cases, a DOK 4. It depends on the level of analysis and connection to the theme.  In Tier 5, students are asked to synthesize information about the theme, and they are asked to evaluate the value of the entire assessment. They apply it to thought about how the skills will be used in the future (DOK 4). The ideas expressed are beyond what is provided in the sources.   



Sample TIER 1 Activity 
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In each Five-Tier Assessment, Tier 1 provides students three writing prompts. Students choose the one about which they have the most knowledge (DOK1). This response is NOT scored. It provides students the opportunity to begin thinking about the theme. 



Sample TIER 2 Activity 
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Tier 2 is where several resources are provided about the theme. Students read/listen to them, which enhances their understanding of the theme (DOK 2). They are allowed to refer to these sources as they write their essay in Tier 3. 



Sample TIER 3 Activity 
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Tier 3 asks students to write an extended response in which they respond to a writing prompt. It is THIS activity that requires students to support their ideas with evidence that is provided in Tier 2 (DOK 3). This essay is scored. Information about scoring them is explained in the next three slides.



The TIER 3 essay will be holistically scored 
for the following features: 

The use of relevant details/facts/resources for support. 
The clarity of the organization. 
The use of appropriate transitions. 

The introduction of the topic. 

The correct and varied use of the English language. 
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Teachers/educators will score the essay written in Tier 3. The scorer focuses on five different features as they read the essay.   Students should clearly introduce the topic of their essay. Scorers should not have to struggle to identify their thesis or main idea.    It should be obvious that the students are supporting their ideas with information from the sources. It should be more than simply implied.  An organizational plan should be evident as the scorer reads through the essay. The ideas should not be jumbled and/or unclear.  As required by the Ohio State standards, students should be able to use appropriate transitions. They should make the transition from one idea to another clear.  The student essays will indicate which students have or do not have a handle on the conventions of the English language (subject/verb agreement, spelling, grammar, etc.). Those who do well use a variety of sentence types (simple, compound, complex, etc.). After one read of the essay, the control of language will be obvious.  



  

4 
Effective 

The writing clearly introduces the topic and  
• fully develops relevant facts, concrete details, and precise references to 

sources. 
• purposefully and logically organizes ideas, including a satisfying 

introduction and conclusion.  
• uses effective transitions to clarify the relationships among ideas and 

concepts. 
• maintains a formal writing style, includes a variety of sentence types, and 

contains few, if any errors in the conventions of written English.  

3 
Adequat

e 

The writing adequately introduces the topic and  
• adequately uses relevant facts, details, and general references to sources to 

develop ideas. 
• provides a general progression of ideas, including an adequate introduction 

and conclusion.  
• uses adequate transitions to clarify the relationships among ideas and 

concepts. 
• mostly uses a formal writing style; includes some sentence variety; contains 

few errors in the conventions of written English; errors do not cause 
confusion. 

2 
Partial 

The writing partially introduces the topic and  
• uses some facts, details, and references to sources to develop ideas. 
• partially organizes ideas; includes a brief introduction and/or conclusion;  
• uses some transitions to clarify the relationships among ideas and concepts. 
• partially uses a formal writing style; includes few sentence types; contains 

many errors in the conventions of written English; errors may cause 
confusion. 

TIER 3 - Informative/Explanatory – Extended Response Writing Rubric 
S A M P L E 

1 
Minimal 

The writing minimally introduces the topic and  
• uses few facts, details, and references to sources to develop ideas. 
• minimally organizes ideas; includes a limited introduction or conclusion.  
• may lack transitions to clarify the relationships among ideas and concepts. 
• uses an inconsistent writing style; lacks consistent control at the sentence 

level; may contain several errors in the conventions of written English; errors 
may cause confusion. 

0 
No Credit 

The writing fails to introduce the topic and 
• fails to use to develop ideas. 
• fails to organize ideas and lacks an introduction and conclusion.  
• fails to use transitions to clarify the relationships among ideas and concepts. 
• fails to use a formal writing style; lacks control at the sentence level; contains 

many serious errors in the conventions of written English; most errors cause 
confusion. 

ESSAY STRENGTHS ESSAY WEAKNESSES 
� Development � Development 
� Organization � Organization 
� Use of Transitions � Use of Transitions 
� Writing Style � Writing Style 
� Conventions of Written English � Conventions of Written English 

OFF 
TOPIC 

Fails to address topic  
at all 

MOSTLY 
COPIED 

Most of the essay is 
copied from the 

passages 

 
BLANK 

No response is given 
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This is an example of a 4-point, Pro-Core scoring guide/rubric. The statements within each score point refer to one of the features previously discussed. For example, the first statement in each score point refers to the level at which the topic was introduced. The next statement refers to how well the essay was organized, etc. The scorer will read each essay ONLY ONCE. Then, the scorer will click on the score that MOSTLY represents the quality of the essay.  After score point “0,” scorers might need to score the essay as either “off topic,” “mostly copied,” or just “blank.”  The section beneath this section is OPTIONAL.



Noticing “Strengths”  
and/or “Weaknesses” 

ESSAY STRENGTHS ESSAY WEAKNESSES 

� Development � Development 

� Organization � Organization 

� Use of Transitions � Use of Transitions 

� Writing Style � Writing Style 

� Conventions of Written English � Conventions of Written English 
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This part of the scoring guide provides scorers the option to report more about the essay. If certain skills are evident during the reading of the essay, teachers can click the box that is next to that feature. It may be that the feature stood out as a “strength” or a “weakness” of the essay. NOT ALL BOXES NEED TO BE CHECKED. No box will be checked if nothing really “bounces out” as a feature of the essay. Pro-Core will provide a report from this part of the scoring guide. This is only if the scorers check off any of the boxes. From the report, teachers might recognize a skill that needs to be addressed during instruction. The results shown on the report might be used to articulate with parents about their child’s writing strengths or weaknesses. Again, this is an optional part of the scoring guide.



Sample TIER 4 Activity 
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A Tier 4 prompt asks that students go beyond just writing an informational piece about the theme. The prompt requires students to draw conclusions about the theme. Their responses might go way beyond what is evident in the sources. They might provide an in-depth response showing a rich analysis and/or critique of the theme. This response will be scored by the teacher/educator. A Pro-Core scoring guide will be provided and is discussed in the next slide. 



TIER 4 – Rubric/Scoring Guide 
  

SCORE POINT 2 
 Provides a plausible response to the prompt. 
 Effectively supports ideas with relevant details. 
  
SCORE POINT 1 
 Provides a reasonable response to the prompt. 
 Fails to support ideas with relevant details. 
  
SCORE POINT 0 
 Fails to provide a reasonable response to the prompt. 
 Fails to support ideas with relevant details. 
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Tier 4 responses are scored using a four-point scoring guide. Teachers click on the score point the essay earned.  Like the extended essay in Tier 3, the essay is read only once. The scorer gives the score in which the response mostly falls. 



Sample TIER 5 Activity 
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The Tier 5 response requires students to analyze, synthesize, and connect the ideas in the sources, along with their own conclusions. They are asked to evaluate the value of using the steps in this assessment and how they will incorporate them the next time they tackle this type of assignment Depending on the depth of their responses, it may become a DOK 3 or a DOK 4. This response is scored. The scoring guide is shown in the next slide.



TIER 5 – Rubric/Scoring Guide 
  
SCORE POINT 2 
 Accurately responds to the prompt. 
 Effectively supports ideas with relevant examples/details. 
  
SCORE POINT 1 
 Provides minimal statements related to the prompt. 
 Fails to support ideas with relevant examples/details. 
  
SCORE POINT 0 
 Fails to provide, or partially provides statements related to the 

prompt. 
 Fails to support ideas with relevant examples/details. 
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Tier 5 responses are scored using a four-point scoring guide. Teachers click on the score point the essay earned.  Like the extended essay in Tier 3, the essay is read only once. The scorer gives the score in which the response mostly falls. 



Future Five-Tiered Writing Assessments 
 In the future, Pro-Core will provide more five-tiered writing assessments 
in English-language arts, social studies, and other disciplines. 

 The assessments will vary according to theme and/or content. 

 In English-language arts, there will be two types of five-tiered writing 
assessments. One will ask students to write informational pieces, and the 
other one will ask students to write argumentative pieces.  

 In social studies, the passages will focus on various content areas covered 
during instruction. 
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For more information, please contact Ben Hemingway at hemingway@pro-core.us or (513) 827-0363.
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